We develop a modified version of the totally asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP) and use it to reproduce flow on an escalator with two distinct lanes of pedestrian traffic. The model is used to compare strategies with two standing lanes and a standing lane with a walking lane, using theoretical analysis and numerical simulations. The results show that two standing lanes are better for smoother overall transportation, while a mixture of standing and walking is advantageous only in limited cases that have a small number of pedestrians. In contrast, with many pedestrians, the individual travel time of the first several entering particles is always shorter with distinct standing and walking lanes than it is with two standing lanes.
I. INTRODUCTION
An escalator is an essential system for pedestrian transportation in many public facilities, such as train stations, shopping malls, and airports, that enable people to efficiently move. The capacity of an escalator has been investigated throughly [1, 2] . Such studies mainly focus on the maximum capacity of the system.
When considering the operation of an escalator after it is installed, individual pedestrian behaviors must also be understood. In many countries, for example, etiquette dictates that people should stand on one side and walk on the other side of an escalator [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Somewhat counter-intuitively, however, some practitioners have recently started to encourage people to stand on both sides for smoother transportation and safety [8] [9] [10] .
Research about escalators in the fields of transportation engineering and nonequilibrium statistical mechanics has only recently begun [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Individual behavior has also been considered. Refs. [11] [12] [13] investigate the flow of traffic mainly from numerical simulations, while Refs. [14, 15] study pedestrian choices between escalators and stairways. Especially, in Refs. [16, 17] , they investigate the escalator etiquette (standing on one side and walking on the other side) and conclude that walking is not beneficial in some cases. However, their results are basically obtained using only numerical simulations with some specific parameters. We consider it to be essential to anew investigate which escalator strategy is suitable for various situations using numerical simulations with extensive parameters and theoretical analyses.
In the present study, we analyze a novel escalator model that reproduces individual pedestrians' behaviors on both macro-(total transportation time or flow) and micro-scales (individual transportation time). Theoretical analysis and numerical simulations are used. To * h18m1140@hirosaki-u.ac.jp; present an escalator, we construct a two-lane model with a modified totally asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP), which is a stochastic process on a onedimensional lattice in which particles are allowed to hop in one direction (left to right in the present study). In the field of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics, researchers have applied TASEP extensively to various themes such as molecular-motor traffic [18] [19] [20] [21] , vehicular traffic [22] [23] [24] [25] , and exclusive queuing processes [26] [27] [28] , and the process is especially useful since it can be solved exactly [29] [30] [31] . Our model differs from the original TASEP with open boundaries in two respects.
First, the updating rules for particles are different. Specifically, in addition to the original hopping probability, particles can deterministically hop one site forward even when the right-neighboring site is occupied, which is an important feature of an escalator. Second, our model consists of two lanes that can have different hopping probabilities. The multi-lane TASEP has itself been investigated vigorously [32] [33] [34] [35] ; however, most of them assume the same hopping probability in all lanes. Fundamental behaviors of this model like the phase transitions are investigated in Refs. [32, 33] . Meanwhile, Refs. [34, 35] analyze actual traffic flows using the multi-lane TASEP. We emphasize that most studies of the multi-lane model allow particles to switch lanes, while our model prohibits this behavior.
In the present study, we investigate three escalator strategies; (i) Strategy SS: two standing lanes, (ii) Strategy SW: one standing lane with one walking lane, and (iii) Strategy WW: two walking lanes. We note that Strategy SS and SW are our focus, because they are more common.
Using both theoretical analysis and numerical simulations with this model, we find that Strategy SS is generally more advantageous in terms of reducing the total (macro-scale) transportation time, especially with a relatively large number of particles, which model pedestrians. Conversely, in terms of reducing the individual (micro-scale) transportation time, Strategy SW offers better results for the first-entering particles, which tend to prefer walking, on the escalator.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the modified two-lane TASEP. Then Sec. III discusses the behavior of the basic one-lane model with our modified update rules. In Sec. IV, we examine the total transportation time given with our modified twolane model. Then, we proceed to discussion of individual transportation times in Sec. V. Finally, Sec. VI gives concluding remarks.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION A. Original TASEP with open-boundary conditions
The original TASEP with open-boundary conditions is defined as a one-dimensional lattice (lane) of L sites, which are labeled from left to right as i = 0, 1, ......, L − 1, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Each site can be either empty or occupied by only one particle. When the ith site at time t is occupied by a particle, its state is represented as s i (t) = 1; otherwise, its state is s i (t) = 0.
Discrete time and parallel updating are adopted in the present study. During parallel updating, the states of all the particles on the lattice are determined simultaneously in the next time step. Particles enter the lattice from the left boundary with input probability α, and they leave the lattice from the right boundary with output probability β. In the bulk, particles whose right-neighboring sites are empty can hop to the rightward site with probability p; otherwise they remain at their present site. The modified TASEP differs from the original process in the following two respects. 
B. Modification 1: Updating rules
Our modified updating rules have two-step structure. First, particles hop deterministically one site forward regardless of the right-neighboring site, which reproduces an important feature of an escalator.
In addition, particles may hop one more site forward with hopping probability p, which is fixed throughout each lattice in our model, if the right-neighboring site is empty. This possibility represents walking on an escalator.
So, particles can hop one or two sites for each time step. We note that in our model particles have two opportunities for hopping and can hop one or two sites in each time step, unlike the Nagel-Schreckenberg model for vehicular traffic [36] , in which particles hop equal to or more than zero site only once in each time step. Table  I summarizes the modified updating rules in comparison with the original updating rules. At the right boundary, a particle can leave the system from the (L−1)th site or from the (L−2)th site, unlike in the original TASEP, in which only a particle occupying the (L − 1)th site leaves the system with output probability β. In the present model, a particle occupying the (L − 2)th site at time t leaves the system with probability p and hops to the (L − 1)th site with 1 − p at time (t + 1) if s L−1 (t) = 0; otherwise it hops to the (L − 1)th site. On the other hand, a particle occupying the (L − 1)th site at time t must leave the system. Table II extracts and summarizes the updating rules around the right boundary. Now, we consider three strategies: (1) two standing lanes, which corresponds to Strategy SS (see Fig. 2 (a) ), (2) one standing lane with one walking lane, corresponding to Strategy SW (see Fig. 2 (b) ), and (3) two walking 
lanes, corresponding to Strategy WW (see Fig. 2 (c)). Strategy WW is generally not adopted in real situations; however, it is investigated here for the sake of comparison.
With Strategy SS and WW, particles can enter either of the two lanes if the first site is empty. Specifically, a particle enters lane 1 (lane 2) if (s 0) ), while it must select enter either of two lanes if (s 1 i (t), s 2 i (t)) = (0, 0) indiscriminately, i.e., with probability 1/2.
We emphasize that particles can always enter the system with Strategy SS and WW. This is because all the particles in the system will hop one or two sites forward every time step, so at least one of the two left boundaries will always be vacant; that is, (s With Strategy SW, however, two types of particles are possible; waking-preference particles with probability r and standing-preference particles with probability 1 − r. Standing (walking) particles can enter the standing (walking) lane if the leftmost site of the corresponding lane is empty; otherwise they cannot. Unlike Strategy SS and WW, particles frequently cannot enter the system in this case because of the preference. We note that in the simulations below the preference of a particle is determined just before it enters the system; this preference is reset if the particle cannot enter and is redetermined at the next chance of entering.
III. ONE-LANE MODEL WITH THE MODIFIED UPDATING RULES
In this section, we briefly discuss the steady-state flow of the basic one-lane model with the modified updating rules.
The basic one-lane model with our modified updating rules, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . In this system, particles must hop one or two sites forward. Therefore, the steady- state flow is clearly equal to or more than that of the original TASEP with hopping probability p = 1. The original TASEP with p = 1 for various (α, β) exhibits only two phases; the low-density (LD) phase, in which the system is governed by the left boundary, and the high-density (HD) phase, in which the system is governed by the right boundary, and the maximal current (MC) phase, in which the system is governed by the bulk, never occurs. Therefore, the one-lane model is always governed by the left boundary, since a queue can never form near the right boundary. This fact, counterintuitively, indicates that the flow is determined regardless of p, so the flow is always constant. This can be explained as follows. First, walking clearly reduces the dwell time of each particle in the system, which is defined as the time gap between the time when the particle enters the system and the time when it leaves. The dwell time decreases as p increases. In addition, the global density of the lane, which is defined as the average number of occupied cells over the space [0, L − 1] in one time step, decreases as p increases, due to the longer gap between particles. Figure 4 shows the average dwell time and the global density as functions of p, and reproduce the behavior discussed above. Since (i) the average velocity of particles is proportional to the dwell time, and (ii) the flow is represented as a multiplication of the average velocity and the global density, the flow remains constant.
The steady-state flow Q 1 of the one-lane model with our updating rules satisfies
resulting in
Eq. (2) is equal to that of the original TASEP in the LD phase with parallel updating, indicating that the one-lane system always exhibits the LD phase. Figure 5 compares the simulation (dots) and theoretical (curve) values of Q as functions of α for various p ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}. In the simulations, we set L = 200 and the flow is obtained by averaging over 10 5 time steps after evolving the system for 10 4 time steps (and similarly hereafter).
In Fig. 5 , the simulation values show very good agreement with the theoretical curve, and at the same time, the simulations also confirm that Q 1 is independent on p. 
IV. TOTAL (MACRO-SCALE)
TRANSPORTATION TIME WITH THE TWO-LANE MODEL In this section, we investigate the total (macro-scale) transportation time T of N particles with the two-lane model. Specifically, T is defined as the time gap between the start of the simulation and the time at which the final leaving particle leaves the system. The total transportation times with Strategy SS, SW, and WW are represented as T SS , T SW , and T WW , respectively.
A. Steady-state flow QSS, QSW, and QWW Before examining T , we briefly discuss the steady-state flow in the two-lane model.
Since particles can always enter the system with Strategy SS and WW (see Subsec. II C), the following relation holds
where Q SS and Q WW are defined as the steady-state flow of the two-lane model with Strategy SS and WW, respec-tively. We emphasize that counter-intuitively, Q WW = Q SS because of the independence of the flow from p (see the previous section), so walking can have no effect on increasing the steady-state flow. Second, with Strategy SW, particles prefer to enter a standing lane or a walking lane with some probability. Given that a particle prefers standing (walking) with probability 1 − r (r), the input probability of the standing (walking) lane reduces to (1 − r)α (rα). Therefore, the steady-state flows of the standing lane Q S and the walking lane Q W in the two-lane model are given as
and
which are derived from Eq. (2) by replacing α with (1 − r)α and rα, respectively. Consequently, the steady-state flow of the two-lane model with Strategy SW, Q SW , can be calculated as
which takes its maximum value when r = 0.5. The detailed properties of the function of Eq. (6) are discussed in Appendix A. Figure 6 compares the simulation (dots) and theoretical (curves) values of (a) Q SS , Q SW for p ∈ {0.5, 1}, and Q WW for p ∈ {0.5, 1} as functions of α, and (b) Q SW for various α ∈ {0.2, 0.6, 1} and p ∈ {0.5, 1} as functions of r.
The simulation values again show very good agreement with the theoretical curves.
From Eqs. (3) and (6), we immediately obtain
indicating that Strategy SS (WW) is always advantageous in terms of steady-state flow. The absolute advantage of Strategy SS (WW) over Strategy SW is explained with the behavior at the entrances of the lanes. Table III summarizes the model behavior at the left boundary, extracting the first and second site with α = 1.
With Strategy SS (WW), since consecutive pairs of particles mutually enter either lane, two particles can enter the system in two time steps, as shown in the upper panel of Tab. III.
On the other hand, with Strategy SW they cannot enter the system with two time steps but with three time steps, if both of two consecutive particles' preference are the same, as shown in the lower panel of Tab. III. The two particles can enter the system in two time steps if two consecutive particles separately prefer walking and standing. Therefore, Q SW is maximized if r = 0.5, which 
clearly maximizes the probability that the preferences of the two consecutive particles differ. Considering that the system is governed by the left boundary, these facts finally lead to Q SS > Q SW , explaining the absolute advantage of Strategy SS (WW) over Strategy SW.
B. Total (macro-scale) transportation time T
Approximate theoretical analyses of T
In this subsection, we theoretically calculate the approximations of T SS (total transportation time with Strategy SS), T SW (total transportation time with Strategy SW), and T WW (total transportation time with Strategy WW) and consider the relations among them.
Considering that the steady-state flow Q expresses the average number of particles that pass a certain point (the left boundary) each time step, the average required time steps T s (N ) for the N th particle to enter the system from the time at which the first-entering particle enters in steady-state flow can be calculated as
On the other hand, the required time steps T f (p) for the final-leaving particle of both lanes, which is not always identical to the final-entering particle, to reach the right boundary can be represented as
where
is a (an) definitive (approximate) value, and when calculating T f W the possibility that a walking particle is blocked by the particle ahead of it is ignored, resulting in a slight underestimation of T f W (see also Sec. IV B 2).
Assuming that (i) 1/α time steps are needed on average for the first particle to enter the system, and that (ii) particles enter both lanes during the steady-state flow after the first particle enters the system, T SS (N, α) and T WW (N, α, p)-their arguments can be abbreviated unless otherwise specified (similarly for other variables)-can be written as
from Eqs. (3), (8) , and (9). We note that the first-infirst-out condition-i.e., the entering sequence is identical to the leaving sequence-must be satisfied when Strategy SS is modeled, whereas the relation is mostly satisfied when Strategy WW is modeled. From Eqs. (10) and (11), T SS and T WW differ only due to the difference in the second term, resulting in T SS ≈ T WW if N is sufficiently large.
Under the same assumption, we then consider T SW . Unlike T SS and T WW , the first-in-first-out condition generally does not hold since the hopping probabilities of the two lanes are different, leading to difficulty in calculating T SW .
For approximate calculations of T SW , we need to consider the final-entering standing-preference particle and the final-entering walking-preference one. Let us define N 0 as a threshold number. Specifically, if a standingpreference particle is (not) included in the last N 0 entering particles, the final leaving particle is on average identical to the final-entering standing-preference (walkingpreference) particle. We note that if r = 1, N 0 is always N 0 = 0. Figure 7 gives a schematic illustration of N 0 . This figure focuses on the last k entering particles, where the kth (k = 1, ......, N + 1) entering particle from the final-entering particle is identical to the final-entering standing-preference particle. We note that k = N + 1 represents that all N particles prefer walking, which is defined for the sake of convenience. ᧸Final leaving particle᧺
(Color online) Schematic illustration for explaining N0. The red (green) particles are standing (walking) particles, and the red (green) particle labeled 'f' is the final-entering standing-preference (walking-preference) particle. If 1 ≤ k < N0, the final-leaving particle is, on average, identical to the final-entering standing-preference particle; otherwise the final-leaving particle is identical to the final-entering walking-preference particle.
Similarly to the assumptions as those applied to T SS and T WW , if we assume that (iii) particles tend to enter the system every 1/Q SW time steps, and that (iv) a standing-preference (walking-preference) particle on average stays in the system for L/1 (L/(1 + p)) time steps, N 0 satisfies
Consequently, N 0 reduces to
We note that although N 0 is defined to be consecutive, we use its integer part when it is used as the upper limit of summation, which must be an integer.
Regarding T SW as a random variable, i.e., T SW = t SW (k) (k = 1, 2, ......, N + 1), t SW (k) can be represented as
where N 1 = min(N, N 0 ). Because each particle prefers standing (walking) with probability 1 − r (r), the probability P (k) that the kthentering particle from the final one is approximately identical to the final-entering standing-preference particle can be calculated as
satisfying N +1 k=1 P (k) = 1. Using Eqs. (14) and (15), the expected value of T SW can be calculated as Eq. (16) . The detailed derivation of T SW is given in Appendix B.
Next, we compare T SS , T SW , and T WW , using Eqs. (10), (11) , and (16). First, T SS clearly exceeds T WW . In addition, because of Eq. (17), T SW also exceeds T WW .
The relation between T SS and T SW is somewhat complicated. Using Eqs. (10) and (16), T SW − T SS can be calculated as in Eq. (18) .
First, the second part of Eq. (18) is always equal to or less than 0 (the equal sign holds only when r = 0), and can be regarded as a function of L. This is due to the shorter dwell time of walking-preference particles compared to standing-preference particles (see also Fig.  4) . We hereafter refer to this effect as the 'positive effect of walking,' and it disappears gradually as r decreases or N 1 increases, since r N1 ≈ 0. On the other hand, the sign of the first part of Eq. (18) depends on the parameters. For N > 1, the first term in the first part is always positive, due to Q SS > Q SW (see Eq. (7)), and can be regarded as a function of N .
However, the existence of the second term in the first part of Eq. (18) invites the result that the first part of Eq. (18) becomes negative. The numerator of this term satisfies the following relation: 
From the definition of N 1 , this numerator increases monotonically and converges to a constant value; specifically, (13), this constant value can be regarded as a monotonically increasing function of L.
Therefore, for sufficiently large N , the first part of Eq. (18) exceeds 0. We hereafter refer this effect as the 'negative effect of preference,' because a difference arises due to Q SS > Q SW , which is introduced by the walking/standing preference (see Eq. (7)).
Consequently, T SW − T SS for N > N 0 can be rewritten as
where f (N ) and g(L) are, respectively, monotonically increasing functions of N and L. This fact implies that for sufficiently large N the positive effect of walking becomes negligible and T SW − T SS > 0 (T SW > T SS ), while this relation can be reversed for small N . From Eqs. (10) and (16), T SW /T SS converges to a certain value as N increases, as in Eq. (21) . The discussion in this subsection indicates that (i) Strategy WW is always advantageous over Strategy SS and SW, and that (ii) Strategy SS is advantageous over Strategy SW if N is sufficiently large; otherwise Strategy SW performs better than Strategy SS.
Validation of approximations of T
This subsection discusses the validity of the theoretical approximations of T SS , T SW , and T WW by comparing them with the results of the numerical simulations. for various (α, p) ∈ {(0.2, 1), (0.5, 0.5), (1, 0.2)}, and (d) T SS,sim /T WW,theo for various (α, p) ∈ {(0.2, 1), (0.5, 0.5), (1, 0.2)}. We average the simulation values of T over 1000 trials (and do similarly below for the simulations of T unless otherwise specified). Figure 8 (a) shows that the simulation values of T SS agree with the theoretical ones very well, even for small N . Conversely, Figs. 8 (b) and (c) show that the simulation values of T SW and T WW agree with the theoretical ones very well for large N ; however, the simulation diverges from the analysis for small N and especially if p is small. This behavior can be explained as follows.
From Eq. (9), T f S is deterministic, whereas T f W is expected. In addition, although the final-leaving particle is assumed to be able to hop forward freely in the theoretical calculations, it may be blocked by the particle ahead of it in a walking lane, so T f W > L/(1+p). These features mean that T SW and T WW can diverge in the theoretical approximations, especially for small N and small p, as these conditions enhance the influence of T f W on T SW and T WW .
In Fig. 8 (d) , T SS is confirmed to approach T WW as N increases (strictly speaking, T WW > T SS ). From here on, we do not consider T WW , since T WW < T SS and T WW < T SW , because of the difference in T f .
C. Effect of N
In this subsection, we investigate the effect of N on T for various r. We set α = 0.5 and p = 0.5 (in a walking lane). Figure 9 (a) compares T SS and T SW for various r ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1} as functions of N and Fig. 9 (b) is a zoomed-in inset of Fig. 9 (a) .
In Fig. 9 (a) , we can observe that T SW generally exceeds T SS at least for N > 100. This trend means that the negative effect of preference is always greater than the positive effect of walking for large N . Moreover, T SW − T SS increases as N becomes greater. This phenomenon is expected from Eq. (20) . We note that the curves for r = 0.2 and r = 0.8 mostly overlap, even though they are, strictly speaking, different (see also Eq. (16))-because the steady-state flows are the same.
On the other hand, in Fig. 9 (b) , some cases of T SS > T SW appear for small N , especially for relatively large r. This behavior is because in those limited cases, T SW is influenced very much by the positive effect of walking, i.e., r N1 is relatively large.
D. Effect of α
In this subsection, we investigate the effect of α on T for various N . We set r = 0.5, and p = 0.5 (in a walking lane). Fig. 9 (a) , in the area enclosed with a black dotted circle in Fig. 9 (a) . We note that the curves for r = 0.2 and r = 0.5 are abbreviated. We visually mark the vicinities of N = Ncr, which will be discussed in Subsec. IV G, with black arrows. of α for various N ∈ {10, 200, 1000}. The simulation results show very good agreement with the theoretical curves. The inequality T SW /T SS > 1 (T SW /T SS < 1) means that Strategy SS (Strategy SW) is advantageous.
In Fig. 10 , again we see that T SW /T SS > 1 (T SS < T SW ) regardless of α for large N (N = 200 and 1000 in this figure) .
On the other hand, T SW /T SS decreases as α decreases, and T SW /T SS can become less than 1 (T SS > T SW ) for small α and small N (N = 10 and α < 0.2 in this figure) . This trend is explained as follows.
From Eqs. (3), (6), and (21) we obtain
which increases monotonically with respect to α. Therefore, for sufficiently large N , T SW /T SS increases (decreases) as α increases (decreases). 
we have Eq. (25). In Fig. 10 , all the plots (curves) are observed to approach 1 as α approaches 0. Eq. (23) implies that for small α, the negative effect of preference disappears.
Here, we define a new value α = α 1 , where α 1 (0 < α 1 ≤ 1) satisfies
For sufficiently large N , T SW − T SS always exceeds 0 when α 1 < α ≤ 1, which is discussed in detail in Appendix C.
On the other hand, when 0 < α ≤ α 1 , from Eq. (18),
where g(α) is defined as
.
The behavior of g(α) is discussed in detail in Appendix D. We note that N 1 = N 0 = 1 for the upper limit of summation when α ≤ α 1 because we need to use the integer part for that case. Eq. (27) indicates that for sufficiently large N ; especially,
T SW /T SS always exceeds 1, and converges to 1 with α → 0, because the negative effect of preference is always greater than the positive effect of walking when 0 < α ≤ 1. On the other hand, for small N , as α decreases, T SW /T SS can become below 1, because the positive effect of walking is greater than the negative effect of walking, and finally T SW /T SS converges to 1 from Eq. (25) .
E. Effect of r
In this subsection, we investigate the effect of r on T SW for various N . We set α = 0.5 and p = 0.5 (in a walking lane). We note that only the standing (walking) lane is used and the other lane is always vacant if r = 0 (r = 1). Figure 11 compares the simulation (circles) and theoretical (curves) values of the ratio T SW /T SS as functions of r for various N ∈ {10, 200, 1000}. We emphasize that T SS is constant for all values of r. The simulation results again show very good agreement with the theoretical curves even though they diverge in very limited cases of small N and large r (N = 10 and r > 0.7 in this figure) .
This divergence can be explained as follows. First, the positive effect of walking is dominant for small N and large r, since the influence of the negative effect of preference is small and r N1 approaches 1. In addition, although the final leaving particle is assumed to be able to hop forward freely in the theoretical calculations, it can be blocked by the particle ahead of it in a walking lane, leading to a slight underestimation of T SW (see Subsec. IV B 2). Consequently, small N and large r enhance the influence of L/(1 + p) and increase the likelihood of underestimating it when calculating the theoretical values of T SW , so the theoretical curve remains below the simulation values. We visually mark the vicinities of r = rcr, which will be discussed in Subsec. IV G, with black arrows.
In Fig. 11 , we see that T SW /T SS > 1 (T SS < T SW ) for large N (N = 200 and 1000 in this figure) regardless of r, whereas T SW /T SS < 1 (T SS > T SW ) for small N and large r (N = 10 and r > 0.7 in this figure) .
In addition, we also note that T SW /T SS takes its minimum value near r = 0.5 for sufficiently large N (N = 200 and N = 1000 in this figure), because the negative effect of preference is least active with r being slightly more than 0.5, due to the positive effect of walking.
On the other hand, T SW /T SS can take a minimum value with r = 1 for sufficiently small N (N = 10 in this figure), due to the enhanced positive effect of walking for small N and large r. Due to the positive effect of walking, T SW /T SS (r = 0) > T SW /T SS (r = 1) even for large N .
F. Effect of p
In this subsection, we investigate the effect of p (in a walking lane) on T SW for various N . We set α = 0.5, and r = 0.5. We emphasize that T SS is constant regardless of p, as it is when changing r. In Fig. 12 , we see that T SW /T SS > 1 (T SS < T SW ) and T is hardly affected by p, because the steady-state flow does not depend on p and the positive effect of walking is very slight when r = 0.5 and N ≥ 10.
We note that T SW /T SS = 1 (T SS = T SW ) with p = 0, at which both lanes act as standing lanes even when Strategy SW is modeled. In this case, particles can enter either of the two lanes indiscriminately with Strategy SS, while particles still prefer either of the two lanes when Strategy SW is modeled.
G. Reversal point Ncr and rcr
In this subsection, we theoretically determine N cr (α, r, p) and r cr (N ), at which T SS = T SW (see also Figs. 9-11). These theoretical values are then compared with the simulation values.
From Eqs. (10) and (16) , N cr for 0 < r < 1 satisfies the following relation:
N cr is generally difficult to obtain for 0 < r < 1; however, for the case r = 1, the general form of N cr can be obtained easily as
Similarly, r cr (0 < r cr < 1) satisfies the following relation:
We note that r cr = 1 if no value in 0 < r cr < 1 that satisfies Eq. (32) exists, indicating that Strategy SS is always advantageous regardless of r for a fixed N . From the definition of N cr (r cr ), T SS > T SW (Strategy SW is advantageous), if N < N cr (r > r cr ); otherwise T SS < T SW (Strategy SS is advantageous), for fixed (α, r, p) (for fixed (N, α, p) ). Therefore, these results indicate that Strategy SS is generally advantageous especially for large N ; however, in limited cases Strategy SW can perform better than Strategy SS, mainly for small α, large r, large p, and small N .
V. INDIVIDUAL (MICRO-SCALE)
TRANSPORTATION TIME WITH THE TWO-LANE MODEL Now, we introduce the important novel quantity τ (n, α, r, p). The quantity τ is defined as the time gap between the start of the simulation and the time when the nth-leaving particle leaves the system, which we refer to as the individual transportation time. The quantity n is assumed to be sufficiently small compared to the total number of particles when considering τ (n, α, r, p). The individual transportation times with Strategy SS and SW are represented as τ SS and τ SW , respectively, as when we were discussing T .
The quantity τ SS (n = N ) clearly coincides with T SS (N ) as the first-in-first-out condition is always satisfied with Strategy SS; however, τ SW (n = N ) is generally below T SW (N ) since the first-in-first-out condition might not hold with Strategy SW. We note that τ SW (n = N ) = T SW (N ) only for r = 0 and r = 1, for which the first-in-first-out condition must be satisfied, so r is set to 0 < r < 1 in the following discussion.
A. Approximate theoretical analyses of ncr
In this subsection, we theoretically determine approximate values for n cr , for which τ SS (n = n cr ) = τ SW (n = n cr ).
Unlike we did when approximating T , we regard the steady-state flow Q as the average number of particles that pass the right boundary in each step.
In addition, we assume that (i) 1/α time steps are needed on average for the first-entering standingpreference (walking-preference) particle to enter the system [37] , and that (ii) particles leave the system in the steady state after the first-leaving particle leaves the system.
Furthermore, the number of particles is assumed to be sufficiently large. Especially, the number of all walkingpreference particles needs to be larger than the average number of walking-preference particles that leave the system until the time at which the first-leaving standingpreference particle leaves the system.
We next define the threshold n = N 2 ; specifically, the N 2 th-leaving walking-preference particle leaves the system approximately at the same time when the firstleaving standing-preference particle leaves. Therefore, N 2 satisfies
which reduces to
Based on the above assumptions, the system behavior can be in three states; (i) both lanes are not yet in steady state, (ii) only the walking lane is in steady state, and (iii) both lanes are in steady state. Table IV summarizes the states (flows) of the system and relates them to time steps in terms of the model parameters.
Consequently, if we note the first N 2 particles leave the system with Q W and the next (n − N 2 ) particles leave 
with Q SW , τ SW reduces to
from Eqs. (5) and (6) .
On the other hand, since τ SS (n = N ) = T SS (N ), τ SS (n, α, p) can be written as
from Eq. (10) . From the definition of n cr , and Eqs. (35) and (36), n cr satisfies the following equation:
The quantity τ SW is clearly smaller than τ SS for n < N 2 , so n cr > N 2 . Therefore, n cr (α, r, p) finally reduces to
using Eqs. (34) and (37) .
B. Comparison with simulation results
In this subsection, we compare the theoretical approximations, obtained in the previous subsection, with simulation results.
First, Fig.  14 shows the values of the ratio τ SW,sim /τ SW,theo as a function of n for (α, r, p) ∈ {(0.2, 0.8, 0.5), (0.5, 0.5, 0.5)}. The simulation values show very good agreement with the theoretical ones for n > 10. We note that the comparison regarding τ SS is abbreviated since τ SS (n = N ) = T SS (N ). Next, Fig. 15 compares the simulation values of τ SS and τ SW as functions of n, with fixed N = 1000. In Figs. 15 (a) and (b) , we see a point τ SS (n) = τ SW (n), in which n is defined as n = n cr . This phenomenon can be explained qualitatively as follows.
At first, some of the first entering waking-preference particles leave the system when Strategy SW is simulated more quickly than when Strategy SS is simulated. In this case, for small n the positive effect of walking has the dominant effect on τ SW , so τ SS > τ SW . After some time has elapsed, the negative effect of preference becomes dominant, resulting in τ SS < τ SW .
Finally, Fig. 16 compares the simulation (dots) and theoretical (curve) values for n cr as a function of r. In Fig. 16 , the simulation values show relatively good agreement with the theoretical curves. The upper (lower) bound of the curve of n cr indicates the number of particles that can leave the system more quickly with Strategy SS (Strategy SW) than with Strategy SW (Strategy SS), even if N is large.
In addition, n cr takes the maximal value around r = 0.7 in Fig. 16 . If we notice the third term of τ SW in Eq. (35) for n > N 2 , the numerator is maximized when r = 1 (see also Eq. (34)), while the denominator is maximized when r = 0.5 (see Appendix A). The former (latter) corresponds to the positive effect of walking (the negative effect of preference). Therefore, for fixed (n, α, p), τ SW takes its maximum value in the range 0.5 < r < 1, which implies that n cr also takes its maximal value in the range 0.5 < r < 1. Fig. 15 (a) , focusing on the range enclosed by a black dotted circle in Fig. 15 (a) . The vicinities of n = rN2 and n = ncr are marked with black arrows, respectively. The other parameters are fixed as α = 0.5 and p = 0.5. We note that the simulation values of ncr satisfy τSS(n = ncr) > τSW(n = ncr) and τSS(n = ncr + 1) < τSW(n = ncr + 1).
VI. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed three strategies for movement on an escalator: (i) two standing lanes (Strategy SS), (ii) one standing lane plus one walking lane (Strategy SW), and (iii) two walking lanes (Strategy WW). These strategies were modeled with a modified two-lane TASEP. The specific contributions of this study are as follows.
In Sec. III, we found that the one-lane model with our modified updating rules exhibits only the LD phase for all values of p, and that the steady-state flow for any p is identical to that of the original open-boundary TASEP with p = 1. This indicates that walking on an escalator does not affect steady-state flow, which is consistent with the results in [17] .
In Sec. IV, we considered the total transportation time T using theoretical analysis and numerical simulations. In steady state, Q SS is equal to Q WW and is always greater than Q SW . For example, Q SW decreases at 33%-50% compared to Q SS in the most-congested situations (α = 1). This finding is consistent with the results of a pilot performed in the London underground in 2015 [8] ; when 'standing only' was specified for escalators at Holborn station, about 30% more customers could use an escalator during the busiest times when both lanes were used only for standing.
Since Q SW = Q WW , counter-intuitively, T SS ≈ T WW for sufficiently large N , and T SS is generally smaller than T SW , indicating that Strategy SS is advantageous for large N . On the other hand, in limited cases for small N , Strategy SW can be more useful. Those differences arise because the negative effect of preference generally exceeds the positive effect of walking with Strategy SW for large N , while this relation is reversed for small N .
We have determined the reversal point N = N cr and r = r cr , which satisfies T SS (N = N cr ) = T SW (N = N cr ) and T SS (r = r cr ) = T SW (r = r cr ). These values confirm that Strategy SW is advantageous mainly for small α, large r, large p, and small N .
In Sec. V, we considered the individual transportation time τ using theoretical analysis and numerical simulations. Even if N is large, in which Strategy SS is advantageous in terms of reducing T , the first-leaving n cr particles, mainly including walking-preference particles, can leave the system more quickly under Strategy SW than under Strategy SS. This behavior arises because the positive effect of walking is more active than the negative effect of preference in this case.
Applying the results of the present paper to real situations, we find that encouraging pedestrians to only stand on an escalator, which has recently been suggested by practitioners, is indeed beneficial for improving pedestrian flow, especially when a large number of pedestrians (large N ) are using a facility. Conversely, providing a walking lane can improve pedestrian flow in limited cases in which the entrance is relatively uncongested (small α), the fraction of walking-preference pedestrians is high (large r), and the walking velocity is large (large p) with a small number of pedestrians (small N ). In addition, the first-entering walking-preference pedestrians tend to benefit from Strategy SW, even if the number of pedestrians is large (large N ).
More realistic models and comparisons with field data will be needed to more clearly relate our findings to the real world. For example, combining multiple models of escalators and floor fields, like a cellular-automaton pedestrian model [38] , remains as a future work, along with fitting using actual data. Even so, the simple model discussed above offers useful insights as a first step. In this appendix, we discuss the detailed calculations for obtaining the general form of T SW .
The specific calculations are summarized as Eq. (B1). We note that the third term of the fourth line in Eq. (B1) is the summation of an arithmetico-geometric sequence, and therefore, we can obtain a closed-form expression.
Appendix C: Discussion of the behavior of TSW − TSS when α1 < α ≤ 1 for sufficiently large N In this appendix, we briefly discuss the behavior of T SW − T SS when α 1 < α ≤ 1 for sufficiently large N .
For sufficiently large N ; especially N ≫ N 0 , N 1 = N 0 , due to N 1 = min(N 0 , N ). Therefore, using Eq. (18), T SW − T SS can be represented as follows: (1 − r N0−k )r k > 0,
Noting that the the denominators of the first (second) terms of Eq. (C1) clearly increase (decrease) monotonically with respect to α, from Eq. (C1)-(C4) we see that T SW − T SS is a monotonically increasing function of α.
Considering that T SW − T SS > 0 for α = α 1 and sufficiently large N , T SW − T SS always exceeds 0 for α 1 < α ≤ 1.
